
Simple Ping Pong Rules for Doubles

Serving Rules in Ping Pong Doubles
Serving is your first chance to take control of the game, and these strategies can help you
ace it:

Diagonal Serves: Start your serve diagonally from your right half of the court to the
opponent's right half. It's all about placement!

 
Alternate Court Serves: Keep things fair and effective by switching between serving from
your right court and your partner's right court. This dynamic duo will keep your opponents
guessing.

Serve Sequence: In doubles, it's not just about you and your partner; it's about all four
players. The serve sequence goes like this: A1 to B1, B1 to A2, A2 to B2, B2 to A1, and then
repeat. It's a beautifully coordinated dance!

Shot Playing Rules in Ping Pong Doubles
Doubles partners should move like a synchronized team. Remember these rules:

Alternate Hits: Regardless of where the ball lands, you and your partner must take turns
hitting the ball during rallies. The ping pong table becomes your stage, and teamwork is the
key to success.

The Power of Coordination: Communication is the secret sauce. Always be aware of each
other's positions and movement on the table. It's a bit like a dance, so don't step on each
other's toes (or paddles)!

Side and Serve Changeover in Ping Pong Doubles
Changing sides and servers adds a twist to the game:

Side Swap: After each game, both teams switch sides. The starting pair serves first. It's like
changing the stage for the next act.
Serve Selection: At the beginning of the first game, Team A serves and decides who gets to
serve first. After the first game, Team B starts, and B1 serves to A1. The pattern continues to
keep things interesting.

When the Ball's in Play in Ping Pong Doubles
During the game, here are the rules to keep things smooth:

 
Fair and Square: Keep it all above board. The rules for serving, scoring, and fouls are the
same in doubles as in singles. No shortcuts allowed!

 



Ball in Sight: Just like in singles, don't hide the ball during serves. Keep it visible to your
opponents. Transparency is the name of the game.

Additional Ping Pong Rules for Tables, Room Size etc
For a more detailed look at the basic ping pong rules, including table rules, room size rules,
and other essential aspects of the game, visit our comprehensive blog on Ping Pong Rules.
This detailed resource will help you get a complete understanding of the game and its
regulations.

Rule Aspect ITTF Recommendation

Room Size for Play Minimum 14m x 7m (45.93ft x 22.97ft)

Ping Pong Table Size 274cm x 152.5cm (9ft x 5ft)

Net Height 15.25cm (6 inches)

Net Assembly Width Table Width

Ball Diameter 40mm

Racket Specifications
At least 85% natural wood for blade.

ITTF-approved rubber sheets.

Creating the Perfect Team Dynamic for Ping Pong Doubles
Playing ping pong doubles is not just about following rules; it's about creating a dynamic
team:

https://thepingpongspot.com/ping-pong-rules-the-ultimate-guide-to-serving-scoring-and-more/


Synergy and Strategy: Doubles is all about synergy. Work with your partner to develop a
strategy. Coordinate your movements, cover each other's blind spots, and communicate
effectively.

Seamless Serves: Serves are the foundation of each point. Practice with your partner to
develop a seamless serving routine that keeps your opponents on their toes.


